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Daphne Point Stamp or Barcode

Space reserved to DAPHNE

Company conforms UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 for the quality

Web & email
www.daphnelab.com - info@daphnelab.com
Telephone numbers
Tel. +39.02.37920609 - +39.06.87811887
Fax +39.02.45509949 - +39.06.99334733
Request to send to:
DAPHNE LAB c/o Eldavia
Via Milano, 2 - 81030 Lusciano CE - ITALY

Surname

*

Capcode
Zip
*

*

Name

*

Address

*

Provincia *
Province
*

Città**
City

Telephone number

*

(
Profession

Cellular phone

VAT number or social security number

E-Mail

Place and birth date

Animal's name

*

Sex

*

DAY

MONTH

YEAR

*

Race and description

*

*

*

Years

Date of birth

*

Behavior / physical problems

Contractual discipline: the discipline of the services given by
Daphne Lab is contained in “ legal notes”, in the “ general
conditions of the service supply”, as well as in the “service
card”, available on the site www.daphnelab.com.
The undersigned claims to have been adequately informed
about the Daphne Lab methods, on the used protocols, to
have read, full understood and accepted the contractual
conditions about the execution of the service contained in the
integrative documentations up indicated, undersigning the
present request also for the vision and receipt of the related
documents

The undersigned also claims to approve specifically the
dispositions of the general conditions of service supply
following indicated: art.1 and 7 ( Terms and Conditions of
service), art. 5( Previous dept Positions), art. 6 and 11 (
Exemption of responsibility), art. 14 ( Current therapies),
art.15
( Exclusions), art.16( Minors), art 17 ( Current
modifications of service supply), art.18 ( Integrative
contractual documents), art 19 and 21 ( Informative and
consent ex D.Lgs 196/2003 Italy), art 20 ( Modality and terms
of payment), art . 12 and 24 ( obligations of the applicant), art
25 ( jurisdiction place).

To the sense of the D.Lgs. n. 196 of june 30th 2003
(Italy) laying down dispositions to “Code in personal
data's protection matter”, the undersigned clams to
have examined the Informative for the treatment of
personal data, and taken note of the use from Daphne
Lab for the provision of the service, gives the consent to
the treatment of own data, personal and sensible,
according to the explicit disposition in the Informative,
authorizing the transmission to linked societies or to
third, also outside the European Community, for
indicated purposes.

Place and Date

Place and Date

Place and Date

The applicant (legible signature)

The applicant (legible signature)

The applicant (legible signature)

The applicant ,in compliance to D.lgs 206 /05 (Italy) can exercise the right to withdrawal within 10 work days from the subscription of the contract, giving communication through
registered mail to DAPHNE LAB c/o Eldavia - Via Milano n. 2 - 81030 Lusciano (CE) ITALY.
The undersigned had examined Daphne analysis, legal notes present on the site www.daphnelab.com and the general condition of service supply.

*Required data
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The forms not signed and with no date on would not be processed

UNIZENIC - CONCESSIONAIRE DAPHNE LAB'S TRADEMARKES.

FORM OF BIOMETATESTTM ANALYSIS REQUEST DAPHNE METHOD FORM.62 Alfa - Vers.1.1 24/01/2016 © - FORM OF UNIZENIC PROPRIETY.

INSTRUCTIONS:
insert in a sachet some hairs of the animal. Fill out the present form with all the requested information. Send the form with the example and the copy of the
payment to the indicated address. Contact the DAPHNE LAB for the instructions for the payment. Legible signature and put the dates on the requests. The information must be written
in block letters and legible. The customer accepts all the legal aspects of the Daphne BioMetaTest viewable on the website or the Daphne Point. The Daphne BioMetaTest are not diagnostic
tests, no clinical, no medical, no prescriptive, no sanitary, not to determinate clinical intolerances to lactose, gluten , and also any kind of allergy. Each result of the Daphne BioMetaTest
must be always suggested from own veterinarian of confidence and always submitted to own veterinarian of confidence's control and approved before to follow each suggested program.

